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TESTS OF N-85, N-86, AND W-87 AIRFOIL SECTIONS 
IN TEZ ll-INCH SIGH-SPEED WIND TUXt?EL 
By John Stack and W. F. Lindsey 
SUMMARY 
Three afrfoils, the K-85, the R-86, and the N-87, - 
were tested in-the ll-inch high-speed wind tunnel at the 
request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, to 
determine the suitsbflity of these sections for use as -. 
propeller-blade sections. Further tests of the N.A.C.A. 
0009-64 airfoil were also made to measure the aeroxyzic .--.. .G 
effect of thickening the trailing edge in accordance witI 
current propeller practice. .- ~ 
The N-86 and tho N-87 airfoils appear to bo nearly 
equivalent aerodynamically and both are superior to the 
B-85 airfoil. Comparfson of these airfoils with thepre- 
vfously developed W.A.C.A. 2409-34 airfoil indicates that 
; 
the 7 -a.A.C.A. 2409-34 is superior, particularly at high 
speeds. Thickening the trailing edge appears to havo a 
detrimental effect, although the offoct may be small if 
the trailing-edge radius is less than 0.5 percent of the .- 
chord. 
INTRODUCTION -.-.. . 
Investigation of airfoil forms suitable for high-speed 
applications, such as propeller tips, has indicated that .- 
some improvement over conventional forms may be.expected 
through modification of both thickness distribution and 
camber-line shape (reference 1): liost of -the work reported 
in reference 1 was restri-cted to a systematic investiga- 
tion of thickness form, but three cambered airfoils were 
included in the test program to illustrate the general cf- 
feet of camber-line shape. All the airfoils tested in 
that investfgation had sharp trailing edges. 
On the basis of these and other data, the Bureau of 
Aeronautics, Navy Department, designed three cambered 
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airfoils t.hat appeared-promisillg as propeller-blade set- . ..A 
tions and, at the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, 
these airfoils have been tasted in the B.A.C.A. ll-inch 
high-speed wind tunnel. ..L 
AIRFOILS 
The three new airfoils investigated, the X-85, the 
E-86, and the N-87, have the M.A.C.A. 230 camber line 
(reference 2). The thfckness forms, based on tho datx 
presented in reference.1, are: for the X-85 airfoil, the 
K.9. C .A. 0009-63; for the X-87 ai.rfoil, the B.A.C.A. 
0009-34 form except for'the nose shape, nhich'was chosen 
approximately as the mean of the N.A,C.A. 0009-64 and the 
D.A.C.A. 0009-34 nos'e forms; and for th-e N-86.airfoil, 
appruximatcly a mean of the B-85 and the N-87 -forms. 
-I 
- 
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All three airfoils differ slightly at the trailing 
edge from the basic forms; the new a'irfoils have thickened 
trafling edges to agree with current propeller practic-o. 
Because the thickened trailing edge would have some effect 
on the aerodynamic characteristfcs of the.'a'irf.oils, it was 
thought dosirable to detorm¶.no npproximat;-ely, byla fom sim- 
ple tests the changes in tho'aerodynamic characteristics 
caused by thi-s modification. Accordingly, tests 'were mado 
of the B.A.C.A. 0009-64 airfoil with the trailing-edge 
radius increased to 0.51 and 1.66 perceneof the chord. 
These modifications were made by cutting off a portion of 
the trailing edge and then smoothly rounding the trailing 
edge. Modification of the basic airfoil in this manner 
caused a slight increase in the thickness-chord ratio but 
the effect of-this increase is small. 
The.basic airfoil forms and the thickness forms for 
the new airfoils are-shovn in figure 1. The airfoil Ordi- 
nates are given in table I. 
APFARATUS BRD TESTS 
c 
Tho tests were conducted in the N.A.C.A. ll-inch 
high-speed mi.nd tunnel (reference 3). The airfoils mere 
of 2-inch chord and were made of steel. The method of 
'constructing the airfolls is described in reference 4. 
a. 
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The tests consisted'of the measurement of the lift, 
the drag, and the pitching moment for.sevpral speeds in 
the range extending from 35. pincent of-the speed of sound 
_.-. - 
to speeds slightly in excess of that at mhichtho comprcs- _- 
sibility burble occurs, The corrosDonding Reynol-dds Yum- 
ber range is from~350,OOO to 750,000. Tho angle-of-attack 
range extended, in general, Prom -2O to 12'; 
f 
The results are Dresetited in figures 2 to 9. The form 
of presentation is similar to that of 'reference 1 and the 
.data are comparable with ,thbse presontod‘in rcferencos 1 
and 3. Figuros'2 to 4 show tho'vtirtation of the force co- 
efficients ,and the pitching-moment'coeffici,ents with the 
compressibility indox M (the ratio of the air-stream -.--- _ 
spoed to the speed of sound) for ea'ch of several angles of 
at tack. In the presentation of tbo pitching-moment- 
coefficient data, the origin of the,akes for bath angro%f -I 
attack has been displaced so that the values may be more 
easily read. Figures 5 to 7 are cross plots of the data 
to show the usual polar and l?ft curves for each of'sevor- 
al sp e&s. The aerodynamic. characteristics of the Y.X.C.A. 
. 2409-34 airfoil, reported in reference 1, and of the N-86 
airfoil are compared in figure 8. Tho effect oT-variat3on -- 
of the trailing-edge radius of the Y.A.C.A. 0009-64 a.lrfoil-_.- 
is shown in figure 9. -< 
DISCUSSION 
._- - 
Examination of figures 5, 6, and 7 indicates that the 
N-85 airfoil, 
- 
except at high lift coefficients,- has gen- 
erally higher drag coefficients than either-the Y-86 or- -7 
the Y-87 airfoils. 
--.. .--. 
At high iift coefficients, the N-85 .T 
and tho.N-86 airfoils are approximately equivalent aerody- 
namically. At the lower lift coefffc$.ents, the N-86&i% 
-. .-. -_ 
.-._ 
foil has appreciably lower drag coefficients. - -- 
At low speeds (M = 0.4), the N-86 airfoil has slight- 
‘ly higher maximum lift coefficfents than the Y-87 but, at 
higher speeds (11 = 0.6 and above), the Y-87 airfo-il-bo- 
..L 
comes superior; this result indicates slightly greater - _ 
compressibility effects for the Y-86 afr‘foil. -Fh<3iiiimum 
drag values for the Y-86 are lower than those for the Y-87 
and appear to occur at slightly lower lift coefficients.' 
These differences, however, are small. - 
i ? 
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Cgmpari,son mi.ih.previous wor,k.-, T-he -relatively large 
difference in minimum drag between the N-85 airfoil and 
the N-86 and the N-8.7 airfoils substantiates previous work 
(roIcronco 2) by illustrating that the most importznt 
shape change at the higher speeds is the mov,omont of tho 
position of maximum thickness to the rear. Comparison of 
the aerodynamic characteristics of these airfoils with 
those of the N',A.C.A. 2409-34 airfoil reported in re,fer.- 
ence 2 indicates the superiority of the N.A.C.A. 2409-34 
airfoil. (See fig. 8.) The effect---of compressibility for 
values of M up to the critical is less for the N.d.C.1. 
2409-34 airfoil. At low speods (M = 0.4), the N-86 air- 
.fo.il has a higher maximum lift coefficient but the minimum 
drag values f,or the N.A.C.A. 2409-34 airfoil arc loner 
over the -entire speed range. Above K = 0.4, the maximum 
lift of the N.A. C.A. 2409-34 airfoil is greater than that 
for the N-86 a-irfoil. 
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The important difference in shape betTeen the W-86 - ..-A 
and the. N..A.C.A. 3409-34 airfoils is the reartiara location .-m 
. .of the naximun camber of the X.A.C.A. ,2409-34. Tha daba -: 
thus indi.cate that the naximum camber, as well as the max- L -- 
inun thickness, should be located to tha rear of the nor- / 
ma1 -position, at least for the-Reynolds Kumbcrs at-which 
these tests were made; The problem nocds;further investi- -_ 
gation at higher Reynolds Eunbors. -li 
E_fZcct of thicken,ed &railing edge.- Result-z--of tests... _ ------ 
of the ii.R.C .A. 0009-64 airfoil with two modifications of 
the trailing edge are presented in figure 9. These data 
indicate that, 
(0*0051c), 
for the normally rQundod- mlfng edgo 
0.4) 
the effect on minimum drag at 107 speeds (H = 
1s slight. There is, horevor, an incroaso in drag, 
at higher lf.ft coefficients. If the trailing-edgo radius 
is increased to approximately threetines th.o normal vzt.lue 
(O.O165c), the minimum drag is considerably increased. At 
high speeds (M = 0.7), detrimental effects appear at 
minimum drag for the normally rounded trailing edge. . 
1 
-- 
The effect of t-ha trailing-edge yadius in relation to 
the minimum drag at high spocds may bo due oither to 
Roynolds Number effects or to compressibility effects and -: -y 
should probably bc-investigated at highor Roynolds Numbers. 
- - 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Xational Advisory Connittae for Aeronautics, 
Langloy Fiold, Va., August 8, 193%. 4 .- 
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Figure 5.-Aerodynamic Figure 6. - Aerodynamic 
characteristks characterist irs 
of the N-85 airfoil. of the N-86 air,foll. 
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Figure 7.- Aerodynamic k~ 
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